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Nikon Digital Dental Macro Kit

The sigma EM 140DG Macro Ring Flash is the perfect combination with the 
Nikon D50. The dual flash tubes can fire simultaneously or separately creat-
ing shadowless or shadow images which can give a three dimensional feeling 
to your photograph. The flash features a guide number 14/iso100, it is fully 
dedicated when set to TTL. The built in modeling function makes it possible 
to check for reflections and shadows before actually taking the flash picture. 
High speed synchro and exposure compensation functions are also available 
for advanced flash photography. Macro flash is supplied with 55mm & 58mm 
adapters.

The Sigma 105mm f2.8 EX DG macro lens is the third part required to make this profes-
sional macro kit. The lens will focus to a maximum magnification of 1:1,  an aperture 
range can be varied from F45 giving the greatest depth of field to F2.8 allowing the 
greatest amount of light to enter through the lens. The dual focus system allows Auto 
Focus and Manual Focus. Filters or adapters must be 58mm to fit this lens. A screw in 
lens hood is supplied.

The camera accommo-
dates SD flash memory 
cards, we highly recom-
mend Sandisk 256MB  
SD card along with a 
Sandisk PC card adapter. 
These two components 

will then allow you to down load your images 
straight into the laptop PCMCIA card slot.

Nikon D50 c/w18~55mm..........................£490.00
Sigma Ring Flash ......................................£250.00
Sigma 105mm lens ....................................£270.00
Sandisk 256 SD card ...................................£20.00
Sandisk PC card adapter .............................£21.00
Spare battery................................................£32.00
Metal Case...................................................£38.00
AC Adapter..................................................£63.00

All prices plus vat

Introducing the Nikon D50 Dental Kit allowing the photographer fantastic 
flexibility and resolution. It comes with Nikon`s highly acclaimed 6.1 
megapixel DX CCD image sensor, producing exceptional vivid and 
detailed high resolution images. When the system is set up for TTL flash, 
select aperture priority and dial in F32, speed will adjust accordingly. 
Now select the quality JPEG or RAW as required, all you have to do now 
is concentrate on composition. The camera has many features such as 
shutter speeds up to 1/4000 sec and flash sync speed of 1/500 sec. A large 
bright 2” LCD screen makes it easy to preview. Aperture, Shutter, Manual, 
Program and Vari-program modes can be selected giving the photographer 
ultimate control. A 5-area autofocus system with predictive focus tracking 
and lock-on delivers pin sharp focus. The Nikon system has a vast range 
of lenses and accessories for your enthusiasm to expand. Images can be 
printed directly onto a Picbridge compatible printer.


